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The main result is stated as the title. ic;i 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let v(k) be the least s such that every integer is the sum of s elements of 
the form +zk, where z is an integer. In 1939, Fuchs and Wright [4] 
obtained some lower and upper bounds for o(k) with k < 20. In particular, 
they proved that 16 d u(8) < 30. Since that time a lot of work on u(k) was 
done. The new bounds 9 <u(4) 6 10 [8] and ~(10) < 30 [lS] were 
obtained. Better upper bounds for u(k) with k > 11 were computed (see, for 
example, [ 1, 2, 5, 9, 10, 11, 121; for the history of the problem, see [6, 7, 
13,14, and Chaps. XXIV and XXV]). 
But it seems there was no improvement of the bounds for u(8). Here we 
prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. 17 < u(8) 6 28. 
To obtain the lower bound 17, we use an idea of [8] (which is 
reproduced in [6]. This idea gives, in fact the following general result. 
THEOREM 2. 2” + ’ + 1 < u(2”) for any integer n 2 2. 
Indeed, modulo 2 ” + * = 4k, every kth power zk is 0 or 1. Let us show that 
the number 6k is not a sum or difference of 2k kth powers (hence 
u(k)>2k+ 1=2”+’ + 1). Otherwise, 6k = 4k + 2k is the sum of 2k integers 
and either each of them is 1 modulo 4k or each of them is - 1 modulo 4k. 
The second case is impossible because 6k is positive. The first case is also 
impossible because 2k -c 6k < 3k. 
CONJECTURE 3. u(k) d 2k + 1 for aN k. 
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Remark 4. The only values u(k) known exactly are u( 1) = 1 and 
u(2) = 3. 
To obtain the upper bound v(8)<28, we find an identity similar to 
Rao’s identity 
(a’c + bdx)6 + (a’d- bcx)6 + (b’c - adx)6 + (b’d+ acx)” 
- (a5c - bdx)6 - (a5d+ bcx)6 - (b5c + adx)6 - (b5d- acx)” 
= 12abcd(c4 - d4)(a24 - b24) x. (5) 
This identity was used in [4] to prove that u(6) < 14. It is written in [4]: 
“We have not been able to find similar identities for higher values of k.” 
The desired identity for k = 8 is 
(a56b3’c54x + b31c110)8 + ( a25c116x + a25b88c28)8 + (a25b31c85x + a57b63c21)8 
_ (a56b31c54x _ b31clIO)8 _ (a25c116x _ a25b88c28)8 
_ (a25b3’c85x _ a57b63c21 )8 + (a55b25c6’s _ a7b73c61)8 
+ (a20bc’20x _ a60b81)8 + (a31b36c74x _ a15b63c63)8 
- (aSSb25c6’x + a7b73c6’)8 _ (azobc’2ox + a6Ob81)8 
_ (a31b36c74x + a15b63c63)8 
= 16a56b248clZOeX with e = c7O4 + a144b368c192 + a368b224cl12 
_ a48b288c368 _ a384b320 _ a80b229c395 
(6) 
After a cancellation pattern that worked was found, the exponents above 
were found by solving a system of 9 linear equations with 9 unknowns. 
The identity (6) shows that every term of a non-trivial artithmetic 
progression m,x (m. # 0) is the sum or difference of 12 eighth powers (to 
obtain m,, fix numbers a, b, c such that the right hand side of (6) does not 
vanish). By [4], A(8) = 16; i.e., every integer is the sum or difference of 16 
eighth powers modulo any given m # 0 (we saw above that the bound 16 
here is the best possible). Taking m = m,, we obtain that 
u(8) < 12 + d(8) = 12 + 16 = 28. The proof of Theorem 1 is completed. 
The identity (6) also proves the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. The form xf + . . . + x2 - x!j - . . . - xf2 of degree 8 in 12 
variables represents every element of any algebra A with 1 over the field of 
rational numbers. 
The best previously known result in degree 8 due to Essott (and later 
independently discovered by Phillips) was for the form 
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xf + . . . + x; - xi - . . - X;~ in 14 variables. This was used in [4] to prove 
that o(8) d 14 + d(8) = 30. 
By [ 111, a lower bound for the number of variables in Theorem 7 
(independent on A) is 3. When the center of A contains a primitive 64th 
root of 1, then the form .$ + . . + xi in 8 variables represents everything in 
A (an easy exercise). 
Remark 8. For the other two numbers related with the Waring 
problem in degree 8, it is known that g(8) = 279 and 32 < G(8) < 73. 
Remark 9. From our proof of Theorem 1 it is clear that there exist 
infinitely many representations of each integer as a sum or difference of 28 
eight powers. 
Open problem 10. It is unknown whether u(k) + CD as k -+ 00 (by con- 
trast, it is known that G(k) > k + 1). Moreover I do not know whether the 
equation xk + yk - zk = -2 has only finitely many integral solutions 
x, y, 2, k with even positive k > 4. 
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